” An island always pleases my imagination,
even the smallest, as a small continent
and integral portion of the globe. I have
a fancy for building my hut on one. Even
a bare, grassy isle, which I can see entirely
over at a glance, has some undefined and
mysterious charm for me.”
Thoreau (1817-1862)
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” An island always pleases my imagination, even the smallest, as a small
continent and integral portion of the globe. I have a fancy for building my hut
on one. Even a bare, grassy isle, which I can see entirely over at a glance, has
some undefined and mysterious charm for me.”
Thoreau (1817-1862)
The Island has always been much more than just a geographical feature in
the imagination of man: from the mythical isle of King Arthur’s Avalon, the
Aurora Islands, Moore’s Utopia, Stevenson’s Treasure Island, and Huxley’s Pala
to more credible, yet exotic destinations such as Easter Island, Galapagos, and
Greenland.
For most people, the Island holds the promise of another life, it is a retreat,
geographically apart from the continent of our everyday life; it is isolated,
insulated, magical, and mysterious. It is there to be explored and taken
possession of as in the canonical computer game Myst, it can be populated
with immortal, mythical creatures as the Penglai Island in Chinese mythology,
it can be a repository for knowledge as the Holy Island, Lindisfarne, it is a
place for testing your social skills as in the reality TV series, Robinson, or just
somewhere to get away from it all if you’ve got the Beach Boys’ Island Fever.
Yet the Island is nothing without its relation to the mainland, the counterpart,
our point of departure. We need to be able to travel from the mainland to the
island – and escape the island as Odysseus escaped Calypso. The island adds
to the attraction of the mainland even as it subtracts from its geography, it is
a world apart and an integral element at the same time.
That is why we propose Φen as the new MEDIASPACE in Aarhus. By creating
an island the MEDIASPACE becomes a world apart – and by connecting it
with roads, rails, and bridges we make it easily accessible to the visitor and
maintain the strongest possible relations to the mainland.
Φen will be a place that adapts to the user; supporting learning and
cooperation; creating a diversity of communities, relations, and networks. It
will be a space for culture and novel experiences, and it will be a link for the
citizens to a world of knowledge, technology and media. Φen will also be a
flexible workplace for organizations and professionals as well as a distinctive
landmark for citizens and tourists alike.
The name, Φen, and the logotype, reflects the symbol, letter and number
phi and its relationship to such diverse traditions of knowledge and art as
architecture, mathematics, music, and poetry just to mention a few – while
at the same time graphically resembling an island with an arterial road or
railroad running through.
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Φen and the Future of Media
For centuries print was a predominant medium. But 100 years ago telephones
and movies were coming into fashion, colour photography was emerging,
gramophones were in their infancy, and radio broadcasts were something
to experiment with. Later in the century radio became a mass medium that
helped turn the tide of wars and legendary radio shows spellbound listeners
for hours on end. World War II saw the first electronic computers, while TV
slowly became the preferred medium of the masses during the cold war. In
the late 60’s the first tentative steps of what was to become known as the
Internet were taken. During the 1980’s the phone entered our cars and the
computer moved into our homes with a graphical user interface, and in the
early 90’s the World Wide Web and the browser marked the beginning of a
new era. Today mobile phones and laptops allow us to work everywhere,
whenever we want while new digital media and possibilities emerge on a
daily basis and many disappear just as quick.
Seeing that media, technologies and information architecture change rapidly,
it is necessary to create physical structures and architecture that can support
and accommodate them in years to come. Today large parts of traditional
libraries are taken up by shelves and storage for physical media, many of which
are sorted by the designation of media species they belong to, by themes and
genres, and by author or title combined with different universal classification
schemes. These approaches are applied to media to make them accessible to
the users – but many of these strategies seem altmodisch in our information
society where we are used to search information digitally.

New technologies
On a short term new technologies are emerging which will allow us to
combine the qualities of physical media with the ability to find them digitally.
This allows us to rebel against the somewhat rigid classification strategies
of traditional libraries and instead focus on other, more user-oriented
approaches such as collaborative filtering, personalised recommendations
based on stored preferences, many-to-one push-technologies, many-tomany recommendation, participatory editing etc.
When users find the content they are looking for, integrated information
systems based on e.g. RFID can tell them where to find the book, CD, DVD – or
media yet to come. Printed maps, information displays, friendly staff, or simply
information pushed to the user’s mobile phone can help the user navigate
and locate the section, bookcase and even individual shelf. This also allows
the staff to focus on helping users by organising and presenting content
instead of navigating, (re)placing, and cataloguing media.

Model photo

The search for content does not have to be done from a traditional PC either.
Φen could make use of novel virtual search engines combined with physical
navigational devices, interactive floors and tables, and search engines
operated through the users’ own mobile phones just to mention a few of the
most obvious possibilities.
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A flexible framework
As the history of media clearly shows, new media and technologies are
added all the time – and while few media disappear entirely, many media
technologies are remediated and integrated in newer media. In recent years
portable music players and cameras have been integrated into our mobile
phones along with the ability to check mail, watch movies, play games, and
find a place to eat.
It is evident that this media evolution will lead both to new unanticipated
media and technologies as well as amalgamation of many that we already
know. While one scenario might make the paper-based book obsolete by
replacing it with better screen technologies, another will revive the book as a
preferred medium through new search facilities and supplementary layers of
user-driven information.
We cannot predict the future – but we can provide a flexible framework for
involving the users, staff and experts in designing, arranging and navigating
their preferred media, technologies and content.

Strategies for participation
As the process leading up to the competition has already shown, user
participation is much more than informing citizens of proposed plans
through hearings or letting users express their wants and needs while sipping
stale coffee in a traditional round-table focus group setting. Recent research
suggests that participatory development processes need to take the following
questions into account:
•
•
•
•

Why is it relevant for users to participate in the development process?
What are the main topics seen from different viewpoints?
Who should we involve in the development processes?
How do we involve relevant actors in the process?

We want actors to participate in the process for a number of reasons, first of all
we want to promote innovation and create ownership. Letting different actors
participate also helps build capacity at both user and expert level – we learn
from each other during the process and the accumulated knowledge helps
all actors qualify their decisions. But while many of these reasons are valid
for experts and project-owners, we need to make sure that the participatory
process takes into account what makes participating relevant for other actors
as well.
Different people have different preferences and divergent notions of what
the world should look like. So to establish what the development process is
about seen from various actors’ viewpoint, we need to create a framework for
investigating these conflicting world-views and at the same time construct
a shared frame of reference – a common vision. Actors also have different
interests in, or claims to, separate parts of the process, so we need to consider
who to involve, and when to do it.
How to involve actors depends on all of the above: if we want to make
participating relevant and engaging, we need to design the process to
accommodate different notions of relevance. If we want to uncover the
users’ viewpoints and create common visions, it influences the process and
methods used, while different actors in different parts of the process call for
different strategies and approaches.
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Participatory processes
First of all we have to consider how to get the attention of the intended
participants. Basically we need to convey why it would be relevant for interest
groups and individual actors to participate – what is in it for them? When
we have their attention we need to keep them interested by giving them
a novel experience through events and the use of innovative methods,
approaches, and tools. Then we need to build capacity and balance all actors’
expectations towards both process and outcome. When this is done we need
to offer the participants real influence – and all through the process we need
to constantly show how the actors’ contributions are being implemented in
the process and project.
In each of the outlined stages of the process different approaches can be
employed, depending on purpose, content, and target group. In the early
stages a mix of events promoting the purpose and actively involving large
groups of users, e.g. open space format, world café, and web based activities
could be applied. To build capacity, promote innovation, and encourage
influence we suggest a combination of exhibitions and installations at the
actual site, coupled with input options as a combination of e.g. web based
activities, interactive systems, and structured sessions. We also propose
involving potential users at local schools, libraries, and in public places
through events, installations in different location, in situ interviews etc.
We believe that the participation process will benefit from novel and
innovative methods and approaches that will facilitate the understanding
of Φen as both a user-centered and technologically advanced media space,
even before it is finished. At the same time we propose that the process in
itself can serve as a basis and inspiration for research projects and future
participatory processes in and outside Aarhus, further qualifying the Aarhus
Model of Citizen Participation.

Scenarios
To get the points across from the beginning we suggest using persona based
user-scenarios as the primary mode of communication. In this way we can
create a point of identification for different target groups while at the same
time presenting possibilities, e.g. navigational principles, novel technologies,
or social interactions, which can be further explored in the participatory
process.
Scenarios used in this way can also support the creation of common visions
and help document both user input and explain technical details. The basic
scenarios can later be amplified and supplemented by e.g. sketches, reference
photos, visualisations, technical and economical details, video prototypes,
user-made additions, and a multitude of other data in an iterative process
which all help us qualify decisions.
On the following pages we have used scenarios to describe how Φen and the
harbour plaza will look from a user perspective. The scenarios are based on
different persons representing preliminary target groups with different needs
and preferences. These persons experience different parts of the building and
surrounding areas, encountering other users, staff, navigational principles and
novel technologies along their way.
We do not intend to involve users in design and architecture. We want to focus
on participatory processes concerning function, flows, experiences, services,
content, and the possibilities and challenges that are posed by technology,
media and innovation. Each scenario contains topics that can be used as a
foundation for the participatory process, e.g. using citizen ID cards and the
logging of users can provide new services – but at the same time it gives us
the opportunity to discuss privacy issues and surveillance.
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The Sun Also Rises
Jacob, 60 years old

I spend most summer mornings at the harbour front. When they were younger,
I used to bring the kids. We’ve seen many sunrises and caught a lot of herring.
Now my dog, Pedro, keeps me company while I fish. And when the café at
Φen opens they usually give Pedro some of the leftovers from the day before
while I read the paper and watch the early birds arriving for work. Afterwards
we stroll back to our preferred spot on the new pier and wait for some of the
other regulars to show up. Then we pass the day fishing and exchanging tall
stories.

Participation topics
Human scale on the large harbour plaza, café at Φen, room for fishing
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The Wall

Louise, 36 years old

I’ve just moved to Aarhus and every day when I’ve dropped off the kids I go by
train to the city and spend my mornings at Φen job hunting. I like the station
area; it somehow makes Aarhus seem like a much larger place. When you get
off the train the city is on one side, the water on the other and then you can
see the large ScreenWall leading from the arrival area into the building. This
morning the wall looped footage from the last 24 hours surveillance tapes at
10 times the normal speed, it was like looking at an army of extremely busy
ghosts.

Participation topics
Arrival area, traffic situation, media facades
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The Queen and I
Edward, 76 years old

Our ship just got in this morning. Evelyn and I invited our youngest son this
time, mostly for the company but also because Evelyn is getting too old to
push me around in my wheelchair. From our ship we could see the Royal
Ship and we went down to the plaza to join the crowds gathered to greet
the Queen. Afterwards we strolled around the area for a little while, visiting
the small stands and watching what seemed to be some sort of alternative
athletics meeting, but it turned out just to be the local version of our own
Venice Beach.

Participation topics
Accessibility for disabled persons, activities at the harbour plaza
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Seek, and ye shall find
Tim, 28 years old

I remember when you had to use a PC to search for stuff at the old library. It’s
so much easier to use one of the SearchPanels. As soon as I touch the screen it
recognizes me. Three books are waiting for me and it suggests that I pick up the
new Blizzard game, too. The panel also reminds me that I have signed up for
a citizen participation workshop tomorrow evening, which I had completely
forgotten. With a wave of my hand I dismiss my profile from the screen. A girl
in the café seems to think I’m waving at her and waves back. It isn’t just easier
to use – it also improves your social life!

Participation topics
Alternative search facilities, automatic registration, interactive
technologies
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A Book of Verse
Rawiah, 20 years old

Sometimes I go to Φen after classes just to have some time to myself. I love
sitting in the wilderness of books in an arm chair overlooking the harbour
while enjoying a cup of coffee, a croissant and some good poetry. It makes me
think of my grandparents’ living room in their house just north of Tarabulus in
Lebanon. The view, the quiet, the books – and still the sounds of the teeming
life all around me pervade the peace of my small, secluded oasis.

Participation topics
Calm vs. lively areas, concentration, relaxed atmosphere
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Outpost Transmission
Peter, 44 years old

Our school’s feature week on climate change has been a great success. We
planned the week together with staff at Φen, who helped us find media
and materials. All week I’ve been manning an InfoZone outpost in the foyer
to help the students and transmit results back to the other teachers at the
school. It has been quite fascinating to watch the number of people passing
through the area, dropping books down the self-service chute, using the
AugmentedBinoculars to locate events or just meeting up with friends in the
café. It has also been a great way to get to know the staff down here – I’m sure
that will prove invaluable when planning the feature week for next semester.

Participation topics
Cooperation with schools and other institutions, temporary teams, selfservice vs. help-service
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The Shadow
Emma, 4 years old

I went to Φen today with the other kids from the kindergarten. We saw a man
who didn’t talk but he danced and when he moved, a shadow moved on the
wall as well. But not like a normal shadow. Some of us went to the drama lab
and put make-up on and when we came back it was our turn to make the
shadow move. Afterwards we ate our lunch at the playground but it started
raining so we went back inside. I also met a boy, Arthur, who was there with
his grandma. He showed me how to use the BookJumper to find books and we
found my favourite, Winnie the Pooh.

Participation topics
Open area for children, explorative zones, play and learning, novel
technologies, children’s theatre
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A Citizen in the Making
Louise, 36 years old

We’ve been looking for a kindergarten for our youngest daughter. So this
morning when I came to Φen I registered for a Citizen Service timeslot at one
o’clock. At eleven I got an SMS from Mette at Citizen Service saying that she
could see I was in the area, and if I wanted she could fit me in now. When I
entered I could see the name “Mette” flashing over one of the tables, so I went
over to her. She offered me a cup of coffee and told me a bit about the kindergartens in the area and we agreed that I should sign Sophie up for Yggdrasil,
which is right around the corner from us.

Participation topics
New possibilities for Citizen Service, privacy issues, integration of areas
and services
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Life’s school
Jonathan, 12 years old

We are doing a project on climate change at our school and each group has to
do experiments and find information about the weather, climate models and
a bunch of other stuff. So today we split up, and while Nadia and I measured
how much power can be saved by switching to energy efficient light bulbs, the
others went to Φen to gather information. We’ve been in contact with them
through the InterScreen in the school yard, and we are planning to meet up
with them later to finish our report together. I would rather have spent the day
at Φen, but Nadia volunteered to do the experiments. And I sort of volunteered
to stay with Nadia.

Participation topics
Relations to schools and other institutions, communication
technologies, support for learning processes
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Changing the Matrix
Rawiah, 20 years old

If you have a Citizen’s ID you can choose to check in when you enter Φen and
then you can just pick up any media, anywhere and bring it with you. If I’m in
the middle of a good book, it’s great that I don’t have to bother with checking
it out just because I pop down to the café for a cup of coffee. At the café I also
sometimes use the JukeBar. To watch something you just punch in the number
of the screen underneath the bar and the URL of a MyTube-clip. It’s a fun way
to share your preferences with the other guests, and often it’s a good way to
get talking to interesting people.

Participation topics
Logging user movements, securing media/materials, social zones
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Command AND Conquer
Jonathan, 12 years old

Nadia and I went down to Φen to chill this afternoon. She wanted me to hear
the newest release from 1337, so we plugged into the AudioWall. She took
my hand while we listened. Some of the others were mucking about with the
InterScreens. Apparently someone at the railway station had put up a reward
of a 100 EURO to the first one who could find him in the city. Nadia and I
couldn’t be bothered to join in, but some of our classmates used the screens
to coordinate a citywide hunt, using the CommBoards to issue orders to their
ground troops.

Participation topics
Areas for tweens, using new technologies in unintended ways, Φen as
a refuge
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Tales of the Vikings
Susan, 68 years old

Since the Regional Adult Education Association moved to Φen I’ve been going
there at least once a week. This year I’m taking a class in archaeology and the
early Viking settlements organised by Moesgaard Museum. It took me a little
time to get used to all the fancy technology, but now I think it is great fun. With
AugmentedBinoculars we can see the area surrounding Φen overlaid with
information about the palisades and the ships that used to go up the river.
On the interactive table we can re-enact old battles, plot trade-routes, and do
small quizzes.

Participation topics
Possibilities for the optional area, partnerships, new technologies for
learning
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Building utopia
Peter, 44 years old

One of the great things about Φen is the multitude of participatory events. I
never attended to lectures before, I wouldn’t bother . But tonight I am going
to my third event this year. It is a role-playing workshop concerning the
new visions for the areas around Ellekærskolen where I used to teach. I’m
going to play a local shop-owner and my mission is to represent the views
of small, family-owned businesses, so tonight I’m Malik, a green grocer and
local politician with strong views on how to create a safe and attractive
environment for families.

Participation topics
New participatory practices, local governance, and citizen
commitment
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Edward, 76 years old

After visiting the Old City, Aros and most of the shops downtown we followed
the river back to the harbour and had an early dinner at a café overlooking
a small park called the River Garden with a quaint old merry-go-round and
a shooting tent. Afterwards John pushed my wheelchair up the ramp to Φen
where we bought an ice cream at the café and found a nice place outside in
the evening sun. A small troupe of actors where performing Shakespeare, A
Midsummer Night’s Dream, I think it was, even though I couldn’t understand
a word they said.

Participation topics
Accessibility for disabled persons, activities at Φen, the plaza, the river,
and the public garden
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Paul Auster Parking
Karen, 52 years old

I normally arrive early in the morning when the parking bay lights are all
tuned to the colours on the floor. It looks like a psychedelic rainbow. As the
bays fill up during the day the lights of the occupied ones turn red and the
lanes are marked with white light, so it’s easy to find a place. I like to park in the
Paul Auster booth; it’s conveniently close to the lift when I’m working late. Last
night some kids were playing bike-hockey and had lit up two bays as goals. A
few younger ones were watching from the glass bubble coming down from
the playground.

Participation topics
Parking facilities, navigational lights, alternative uses, security
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A rose on planet B612
Alice, 82 years old

One of my favourite books is Le Petit Prince. I remember reading it for the first
time when I was just a young girl. When I sit in the Book Garden on top of Φen, I
sometimes find myself staring up at the stars coming out and wondering if the
prince made it back, and if he did, if he is still in love with his rose. While most
visitors up here are enjoying the view of the city or observing ships coming and
going, I have reached an age when climbing a tall building to get a little bit
closer to infinity and the small, unforgettable asteroids of your youth makes
perfect sense.

Participation topics
Creating room for immersive experiences, calm vs. lively areas, public
access
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